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COMPLETE RULES OF THE  

RG GAMING ZONE 
N°2023-453 

  
 
Article 1 - Organisation of the Games 
  
1.1. The Fédération Française de Tennis (French Tennis Federation), an association governed by the 
law of 1 July 1901, recognised as a public utility by decree of 13 July 1923, having its registered office 
at Stade Roland-Garros - 2, avenue Gordon-Bennett - 75016 Paris (hereinafter “FFT”) is organising 
several free games with no purchase obligation and grouped together on a page of the official Roland-
Garros mobile application entitled “RG Gaming Zone”.  
 
1.2. There are four (4) Games: the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys, the Quiz of the Day, the Emirates Fly 
Better and the Sustainability Quiz by Engie (hereinafter individually or collectively, the “Game(s)”). 
 
1.3. All Games are accessible on the “RG Gaming Zone” page of the official Roland Garros mobile 
application, which can be downloaded from an app store.  
The RG Fantasy Game is also accessible on an Internet site via the following URL: 
https://fantasy.rolandgarros.com/ (hereinafter the “Site”). 
The Sustainable Development Quiz Game will also be playable via the green teams’ tablets (hereinafter 
the “Green Teams”) present in the aisles of the Roland-Garros Stadium during the Roland-Garros 
tournament from 22 May 2023 to 11 June 2023. 
 
1.4. The Games are not organised by Infosys, Emirates or Engie, which are only partners of the RG 
Fantasy Game, the Fly Better and the Sustainable Development Quiz respectively. 
 
 
Article 2 – Participation conditions of the Games 
  
2.1. Participants 
  
2.1.1. The Games are open (i) to any natural person 15 years of age or older, (ii) regardless of nationality 
(hereinafter individually or collectively, the “Participant(s)”). 
  
All persons directly or indirectly involved in the preparation of the Games, members of the FFT 
personnel, as well as their direct family members, and all accredited officials of the Roland-Garros 
tournament are excluded from participation in the Games.   
  
2.1.2. Participation in the Games is personal and non-transferable. A Participant may in no case play 
with multiple accounts, notably under multiple aliases or on behalf of other Participants, nor may s/he 
play under a false identity or contact information, nor may s/he usurp the identity or contact information 
of third parties, regardless of the means used. 
  
2.2. Acceptance of the Rules 
  
2.2.1. Participation in the Games implies irrevocable and unconditional acceptance of the terms and 
conditions of these rules (hereinafter the “Rules” ), the rules of ethics on the Internet, and the laws and 
regulations applicable to games and contests. 
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2.2.2. Failure to comply with the participation conditions listed in the Rules or any action that appears 
to be in violation of French law and/or the rules of ethics on the Internet will result in invalidity of the 
participation in the Games, possibly accompanied by a ban on any further participation in the Games. 
 
 
Article 3 – Principle of the Games / Participation provisions 
  
3.1. Principle of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
 
3.1.1. The RG Fantasy Game by Infosys will take place from 25 May 2023 at 9 AM (UTC +1) to 11 
June 2023 until the end of the final of the Men’s singles (French date and time of connection, as recorded 
by the computer system being taken as proof), on the official Roland-Garros mobile application and on 
the Site. 
 
3.1.2. During each round of the actual 2023 Roland-Garros tournament (hereinafter the “Tournament”), 
Participants must select real players involved in the final draw of the Tournament (Women’s Singles 
and Men’s Singles) in order to put together a team. 
  
In total, there are seven (7) rounds in the Tournament: 
  

- 1st round, 
- 2nd round, 
- 3rd round, 
- 4th round, 
- Quarter finals,  
- Semi-finals, 
- Finals (Ladies’ and Men’s singles). 

  
(Hereinafter, the “Round(s)”). 
  
3.1.3. In each Tournament Round, depending on the actual results in the Tournament of the players 
chosen by the Participants to form their teams, the Participants will score more or fewer points. 
 
3.1.4. Participants will have the opportunity to create private groups to compare themselves with 
members of the same group and to discuss together. 
 
3.1.5. A Round ranking will designate one (1) Participant per Round with the most points at the end of 
each Round (hereinafter, the “RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round Ranking”). As the Tournament 
is taking place over seven (7) rounds, seven (7) Participants will be designated at the end of the RG 
Fantasy Game by Infosys. 
 
3.1.6. At the end of the Game, two (2) rankings will be established: 

- A ranking will designate the ten (10) Participants with the most points across all rounds 
(hereinafter, the “RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking”),  

- A specific ranking for FFT-member Participants will designate the ten (10) FFT-member 
Participants with the most points across all rounds (hereinafter, the “RG Fantasy Game by 
Infosys Member Ranking”). 

 
Should an FFT-member Participant be simultaneously included in the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Overall Ranking and the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking, this person will not be able to 
win the prizes envisaged in the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking, but will only be able to 
win the prizes envisaged in the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking.  
 
In order to obtain the access to the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking, the FFT-member 
Participant will, beforehand, have received an e-mail from the FFT. This e-mail will include a password 
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for the Participant to use in order to access a private league according to the FFT club to which the FFT-
member Participant is attached. 
 
3.2. Principle of the Quiz of the Day Game 
 
3.2.1 The Quiz of the Day Game will take place from 22 May 2023 at 2 PM (UTC +1)  to 11 June 2023 
until the end of the final of the Men’s singles (French date and time of connection, as recorded by the 
computer system being taken as proof), and it will be accessible on the official Roland-Garros mobile 
application. 
 
3.2.2. Each day, Participants will be able to take a different Quiz of the Day. Participants will be able to 
answer ten (10) new questions each day within a time limit of twenty (20) seconds per question. For 
each question, there is a choice of four (4) possible answers, but only one (1) answer is correct. 
 
3.2.3 For each correctly answered question, a Participant can earn ten (10) points.  
 
During the Quiz of the Day, two graphic elements indicate whether the Participant’s answers are correct 
or incorrect. A green screen means that the Participant has answered the question correctly. A red screen 
means that the Participant has answered the question incorrectly. 
 
3.2.4. Each week, between 22 May 2023 and 11 June 2023, the five (5) Participants with the highest 
scores on the daily quizzes for that week will be designated for inclusion in the “Quiz of the Day 
Weekly Ranking(s)”. Three (3) Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings will be established:  
- 1st Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking for the week of 22 May 2023 to 28 May 2023; 
- 2nd Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking for the week of 29 May 2023 to 4 June 2023, and;  
- 3rd Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking for the week of 5 June 2023 to 11 June 2023.  
 
3.2.5. At the end of the Game, an overall ranking will designate the ten (10) Participants with the most 
points on all quizzes from 22 May 2023 to 11 June 2023 (hereinafter, the “Quiz of the Day Overall 
Ranking”). 
 
3.3. Principle of the Emirates Fly Better Game  
 
3.3.1. The Emirates Fly Better Game will take place from 28 May 2023 at 9 AM (UTC +1) to 11 June 
2023 until the end of the final of the Men’s singles (French date and time of connection, as recorded by 
the computer system being taken as proof),  on the official Roland-Garros mobile application . 
 
3.3.2.  During each Game session, the Participant will control a fictional airplane tasked with collecting 
as many objects as possible while avoiding obstacles, within a maximum time limit of one minute and 
thirty seconds (1’30”). When the Participant touches an obstacle, the Game session stops before the end 
of the time limit and the Participant obtains a score calculated according to the number of collected 
objects: the more objects collected by the Participant, the higher her/his score will be.  
At the end of the Game session, a chatbot will appear to ask the Participant for several information 
elements in order to register her/his participation. The Participant must review and accept the Rules of 
the Game in order for her/his participation to be taken into account and to be eligible for the prizes. 
 
3.3.3. The Participant may play the Game as many times as s/he wishes, there is no limit to the number 
of times that s/he may participate. Her/his highest score will be saved and will erase the previous score, 
so that a Participant cannot appear more than once in the high score ranking (hereinafter, the “Emirates 
Fly Better Overall Ranking”. 
 
3.3.4. At the end of the Game, the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking will be established and will 
include the ten (10) Participants with the highest scores. 
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3.4. Principle of the Sustainable Development Quiz by Engie Game 
 
3.4.1. The Sustainable Development Quiz Game will take place from 22 May 2023 at 10 AM (UTC +1) 
to 11 June 2023 until the end of the Men’s single final (French connection date and time, as recorded by 
the computer system being taken as proof), and it will be accessible from the official Roland-Garros 
mobile application as well as from the Green Teams’ tablets. 
 
The Game will consist of three (3) weekly quizzes: 

- Quiz of the 1st week: from 22 May 2023 at 10 AM to 28 May 2023 at 11:59 PM; 
- Quiz of the 2nd week: from 29 May 2023 at 12:01 AM to 4 June 2023 at 11:59 PM; 
- Quiz of the 3rd week: from 5 June 2023 at 12:01 AM to 11 June 2023 at the end of the Men’s 

single final. 
 
3.4.2. Each week, Participants will have the opportunity to answer a different quiz composed of ten (10) 
questions on the theme of sustainable development, with a response time limit of ten (10) seconds per 
question. For each question, there is a choice of three (3) possible answers, but only one (1) answer is 
correct. 
 
3.4.3. For each correctly answered question, a Participant can earn ten (10) points. 
 
During the Game, two graphic elements indicate whether the Participant’s answers are correct or 
incorrect. A green screen means that the Participant has answered the question correctly. A red screen 
means that the user has answered the question incorrectly. 
 
3.4.4. At the end of the Game, a ranking will designate the three (3) Participants with the most points 
on all weekly quizzes from 22 May 2023 to 11 June 2023 (hereinafter, the “Sustainability Quiz Overall 
Ranking”). 
 
3.5. Participation provisions 
  
3.5.1. To participate in the RG Gaming Zone Games, each Participant must: 
 

- Go to the “RG Gaming Zone” page of the Roland-Garros mobile application or on the Site for 
the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys, 

- Log in with your Roland Garros, TenUp and/or Rolex Paris Masters account login and password 
or create an account from the official Roland Garros mobile application or from the Site for the 
RG Fantasy Game by Infosys. Only one account is needed for participation in all four (4) 
Games. 

  
In order to participate in the Game, each Participant must also read and accept the Rules available on 
the page entitled “RG Gaming Zone” located in the Roland-Garros mobile application, or on the Site 
for the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys. 
 
To participate in the Sustainable Development Quiz from the Green Teams’ tablets, Participants must, 
in order to validate their participation in the Game: 

- Read and accept the Rules of the Game, 
- Provide their e-mail address, 
- Provide their first and last name(s). 

  
3.5.2. Only one entry per Participant will be accepted (same last name, same first name, same e-mail 
address). Any attempt by the same person to register for the same Game more than once will result in 
the de facto cancellation of all entries by the Participant in question. 
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3.5.3. Failure to comply with the conditions set out in this article 3.5, and more generally with the 
conditions set out in the Rules, will invalidate the participation in the Game. 
  
3.5.4. The costs of participation in the Games (including internet connection costs) are not reimbursed 
to Participants. 
  
 
Article 4 - Prizes 
  
Nine (9) rankings will be established for all four (4) Games based on the number of points won by each 
Participant: 
 
RG Fantasy Game 2023 by Infosys: 

- the RG Fantasy  Game by Infosys Round Ranking, 
- the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking, 
- the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking. 

 
Quiz of the Day:  

- three (3) Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings: 1st ranking for the week of 22 May 2023 to 28 
May 2023, 2nd ranking for the week of 29 May 2023 to 4 June 2023, and 3rd ranking for the 
week of 5 June 2023 to 11 June 2023, 

- the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking. 
 
Emirates Fly Better: 

- the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking. 
 
Sustainability Quiz by Engie:  

- the Sustainability Quiz by Engie Overall Ranking. 
 
The prizes for the Games for each ranking will hereinafter be referred to as the “Prize(s)”.  
 
4.1. Prize list for the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round Ranking  
 
The following are the seven (7) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 below:  
 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner (1st round of the Tournament) of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Round Ranking: two (2) category 2 day tickets on the Philippe-Chatrier court for the quarter-
finals of the 2024 Roland-Garros tournament with a total commercial value of two hundred and 
thirty euros (€230) as well as a poster signed by the winner of the Men’s singles tournament. 
 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner (2nd round of the Tournament) of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Round Ranking: two (2) category 1 tickets on the Simonne Mathieu court for the 3rd round of 
the 2024 Roland-Garros tournament with a total commercial value of one hundred and ninety 
euros (€190). 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner (3rd round of the Tournament) of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Round Ranking: two (2) category 1 tickets on the Simonne Mathieu court for the 2nd round of 
the 2024 Roland-Garros tournament with a total commercial value of one hundred and twenty 
euros (€120). 
 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner (4th round of the Tournament) of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Round Ranking: one (1) navy blue Roland-Garros weekend bag and one (1) Roland-Garros clay 
monochrome cap with a total value of ninety-three euros, tax included (€93 tax included). 
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Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner (quarter finals of the Tournament) of the RG Fantasy Game by 
Infosys Round Ranking: one (1) 2023 Roland-Garros players’ towel and one (1) navy blue 
Roland-Garros cap with a total commercial value of seventy-six euros, tax included (€76 tax 
included). 
 

Ø Prize n°6 of the 6th Winner (semi-finals of the Tournament) of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Round Ranking: one (1) 2023 clay players’ towel and one (1) grey logo key ring with a total 
commercial value of sixty euros, tax included (€60 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°7 of the 7th Winner (Tournament Finals) of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round 
Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros clay monochrome logo cap and one (1) Roland-Garros pink 
striped mug with a total commercial value of forty-four euros, tax included (€44 tax included). 

 
4.2. Prize list for the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking 
 
The following are the ten (10) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 below:  
 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 day tickets on the Philippe Chatrier court for the semi-final of the 2024 Roland-
Garros tournament, with a total commercial value of two hundred and twenty euros (€220), as 
well as a photo session in legendary Roland-Garros locations orchestrated by FFT 
photographers and to be organised during the 2024 tournament. 
 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 tickets on the Suzanne Lenglen court for the 4th round of the 2024 Roland-Garros 
tournament with a total commercial value of two hundred euros (€200), as well as a poster 
signed by the winner of the Ladies’ single of the tournament. 
 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 tickets for the evening session on the Philippe-Chatrier court for the 3rd round of the 
2024 Roland-Garros tournament with a total commercial value of one hundred and ninety euros 
(€190). 
 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) sinople 
(green) backpack with a commercial value of one hundred and sixty euros, tax included (€160 
tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) blue 
2023 final towel and a navy blue weekend bag with a total commercial value of one hundred 
and seventeen euros, tax included (€117 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°6 of the 6th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) 2023 
navy blue players’ towel and a navy blue backpack with a total commercial value of one hundred 
and seven euros, tax included (€107 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°7 of the 7th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) 2023 
clay players’ towel and a pink striped duffel bag with a total commercial value of eighty-seven 
euros, tax included (€87 tax included). 
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Ø Prize n°8 of the 8th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) 
Roland-Garros navy blue evening session towel and one (1) navy blue Roland-Garros cap with 
a total commercial value of seventy-six euros, tax included (€76 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°9 of the 9th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) 
Roland-Garros white monochrome logo cap as well as two (2) tickets for a visit to the Roland-
Garros stadium with a total commercial value of fifty-four euros, tax included (€54 tax 
included). 
 

Ø Prize n°10 of the 10th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: one (1) 
grey logo key ring and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with a total commercial value 
of twenty-eight euros, tax included (€28 tax included). 
 

4.3. Prize list for the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking  
 
The following are the ten (10) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 below:  

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 day tickets on the Philippe-Chatrier court for the final of the 2024 Roland-Garros 
tournament with a total commercial value of four hundred and twenty euros (€420), as well as 
a poster signed by the winner of the Men’s singles of the tournament.  
 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 tickets on the Suzanne Lenglen court for the 4th round of the 2024 Roland-Garros 
tournament with a total commercial value of two hundred euros (€200), as well as a poster 
signed by the winner of the Ladies’ single of the tournament. 
 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 tickets for the evening session on the Philippe Chatrier court for the 4th round of the 
2024 Roland-Garros tournament with a total commercial value of one hundred and sixty euros 
(€160). 
 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) 
sinople (green) backpack with a commercial value of one hundred and sixty euros, tax included 
(€160 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) blue 
2023 final towel and a navy blue weekend bag with a total commercial value of one hundred 
and seventeen euros, tax included (€117 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°6 of the 6th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) 2023 
navy blue players’ towel and a navy blue backpack with a total commercial value of one hundred 
and seven euros, tax included (€107 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°7 of the 7th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) 2023 
clay players’ towel and a blue striped duffel bag with a total commercial value of eighty-seven 
euros, tax included (€87 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°8 of the 8th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) 
Roland-Garros navy blue evening session towel and one (1) navy blue monochrome logo 
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Roland-Garros cap with a total commercial value of seventy-six euros, tax included (€76 tax 
included). 
 

Ø Prize n°9 of the 9th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) 
Roland-Garros white monochrome logo cap as well as two (2) tickets for a visit to the Roland-
Garros stadium with a total commercial value of fifty-four euros, tax included (€54 tax 
included). 
 

Ø Prize n°10 of the 10th Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking: one (1) 
grey logo key ring and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with a total commercial value 
of twenty-eight euros, tax included (€28 tax included). 
 

4.4. Prize list for the Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings 
 
The following are the fifteen (15) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 
below: 

• For the Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking for the week of 22 May 2023 to 28 May 2023: 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the quarter finals 
of the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty 
euros (€50). 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 2nd round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty euros 
(€50) 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 2nd round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty euros 
(€50). 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 4th round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of forty euros 
(€40). 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 1st round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of forty euros 
(€40). 

• For the Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking for the week of 29 May 2023 to 4 June 2023: 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the quarter finals 
of the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty 
euros (€50).  

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 2nd round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty euros 
(€50) 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 2nd round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty euros 
(€50). 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 4th round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of forty euros 
(€40). 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 1st round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of forty euros 
(€40). 
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• For the Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking for the week of 5 June 2023 to 11 June 2023: 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the quarter finals 
of the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty 
euros (€50).  

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 2nd round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty euros 
(€50) 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 2nd round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of fifty euros 
(€50). 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 4th round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of forty euros 
(€40). 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner in this Ranking: two (2) category one (1) tickets for the 1st round of 
the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major padel tournament with a total commercial value of forty euros 
(€40). 

4.5. Prize list for the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking  
 
The following are the ten (10) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 below: 
 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: two (2) category 2 day 
tickets on the Philippe Chatrier court for the final of the 2024 Roland-Garros tournament, with 
a total commercial value of four hundred and twenty euros (€420), as well as a photo session in 
legendary Roland-Garros locations orchestrated by FFT photographers and to be organised 
during the 2024 tournament. 
 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: two (2) category 1 tickets 
on the Simonne Mathieu court for the 3rd round of the 2024 Roland-Garros tournament with a 
total commercial value of one hundred and ninety euros (€190), 
 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: two (2) category 2 tickets 
for the evening session on the Philippe Chatrier court for the 4th round of the 2024 Roland-
Garros tournament with a total commercial value of one hundred and sixty euros (€160). 
 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros navy 
blue evening session towel, one (1) Roland-Garros navy blue weekend bag and one (1) Roland-
Garros white monochrome logo cap with a total retail value of one hundred and forty-three 
euros, tax included (€143 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) 2023 navy blue 
players’ towel, one (1) navy blue Roland-Garros backpack and one (1) Roland-Garros navy blue 
monochrome logo cap, with a total retail value of one hundred and thirty-three euros (€133 tax 
included). 
 

Ø Prize n°6 of the 6th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) 2023 players’ towel, 
one (1) Roland-Garros clay monochrome cap and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with 
a total commercial value of ninety-four euros, tax included (€94 tax included). 
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Ø Prize n°7 of the 7th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros navy 
blue evening session towel, one (1) Roland-Garros navy blue monochrome logo cap and one 
(1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with a total commercial value of ninety-four euros, tax 
included (€94 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°8 of the 8th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros 
white monochrome logo cap, one (1) yellow logo key ring and one (1) Roland-Garros pink 
striped mug with a total commercial value of fifty-four euros, tax included (€54 tax included).  
 

Ø Prize n°9 of the 9th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros navy 
blue monochrome logo cap and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with a total commercial 
value of forty-four euros, tax included (€44 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°10 of the 10th Winner of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking: one (1) yellow logo key 
ring and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with a total commercial value of twenty-eight 
euros, tax included (€28 tax included). 

 
4.6. Prize list for the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking  
 
The following are the ten (10) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 below: 
 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: two (2) category 3 day 
tickets on the Philippe Chatrier court for the quarter finals of the 2024 Roland-Garros 
tournament as well as a photo session in legendary Roland-Garros locations orchestrated by 
FFT photographers and to be organised during the 2024 tournament. 
 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: two (2) category 2 
tickets for the evening session on the Philippe Chatrier court for the 4th round of the 2024 
Roland-Garros tournament with a total commercial value of one hundred and sixty euros (€160). 
 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: two (2) category 1 
tickets on the Simonne Mathieu court for the 2nd round of the 2024 Roland-Garros tournament 
with a total commercial value of one hundred and twenty euros (€120). 
 

Ø Prize n°4 of the 4th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: one (1) blue Roland-
Garros 2023 Final towel, one (1) Roland-Garros navy blue weekend bag and one (1) Roland-
Garros blue monochrome logo cap with a total retail value of one hundred and forty-three euros, 
tax included (€143 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°5 of the 5th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: one (1) 2023 navy blue 
players’ towel, one (1) Roland-Garros navy blue backpack and one (1) multicoloured traveller 
600 ml water bottle with a total commercial value of one hundred and seventeen euros, tax 
included (€117 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°6 of the 6th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: one (1) 2023 clay 
players’ towel, one (1) Roland-Garros clay monochrome logo cap and one (1) Roland-Garros 
pink striped mug with a total commercial value of ninety-four euros, tax included (€94 tax 
included). 
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Ø Prize n°7 of the 7th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: one (1) navy blue 
evening session towel, one (1) Roland-Garros navy blue cap and one (1) Roland-Garros blue 
mug with a total commercial value of ninety-four euros, tax included (€94 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°8 of the 8th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros 
white monochrome logo cap, one (1) grey logo key ring and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped 
mug with a total commercial value of fifty-four euros, tax included (€54 tax included).  
 

Ø Prize n°9 of the 9th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: one (1) Roland-Garros 
navy blue monochrome logo cap and one (1) Roland-Garros blue striped mug with a total 
commercial value of forty-four euros, tax included (€44 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°10 of the 10th Winner of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: two (2) tickets for a 
guided tour of the Roland-Garros stadium with a total commercial value of twenty-eight euros, 
tax included (€28 tax included). 
 

4.7. Prize list for the Sustainable Development Quiz Overall Ranking   
 
The following are the three (3) Prizes, in order of ranking of the Winners as defined in article 6 below:  
 

Ø Prize n°1 of the 1st Winner of the Sustainable Development Quiz Overall Ranking: two (2) 
category 2 tickets for the 2024 Roland-Garros Men’s or Women’s final, as desired.  
 

Ø Prize n°2 of the 2nd Winner of the Sustainable Development Quiz Overall Ranking: two (2) 
tickets for a tour of the Roland-Garros stadium with a commercial value of twenty-eight euros, 
tax included (€28 tax included). 
 

Ø Prize n°3 of the 3rd Winner of the Sustainable Development Quiz Overall Ranking: two (2) 
tickets for a tour of the Roland-Garros stadium with a commercial value of twenty-eight euros, 
tax included (€28 tax included). 

 
4.8. Each Participant is informed that the FFT will not pay for any other costs that are not 
expressly indicated in the details of the Prize(s) in 4.1. “RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round 
Ranking”; 4.2. “RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking”; 4.3. “RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Member Ranking”; 4.4. “Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings”; 4.5. “Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking” 
and 4.6. “Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking”; 4.7. “Sustainable Development Quiz Overall Ranking”; 
and notably: transportation, regardless of the transportation mode chosen by each Winner to enjoy 
her/his Prize(s), incidental expenses (lodging, meals, beverages, on-site transportation costs, etc.). 
 
4.9. Unavailability of the Prizes 
 
The FFT reserves the right to replace the Prizes with prizes of equal or greater value in the event of 
unavailability of the said Prizes, without any claim being made in this respect and without its liability 
being incurred as a result. 
  
 
Article 5 – Designation/Information of Winners (above and below, the “Winner(s)”) 
  
5.1. Designation of the Winners of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round Ranking 
 
The Participants declared Winners of the Round Ranking are: 
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- The seven (7) Participants with the highest point total per Round. 

 
In the event of a tie between Participants in a round, the tie will be broken based on the date and time of 
their registration for the Game. These Participants will be ranked in descending order beginning with 
the Participant whose entry was registered earliest. 
 
If this still does not serve to break the tie between the Participants, a random draw will be made by the 
firm SCP LPF & Associés, associated bailiffs. It will be done by computer, by random designation. 
 
5.2. Designation of the Winners of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
 
The Participants declared Winners of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys are: 
 

- The ten (10) Participants with the highest point total over the entire Fantasy Game.  
A descending Ranking will be established at the end of the Men’s Singles final of the 
Tournament in order to determine the Winners. 
 

- The ten (10) FFT-member Participants with the highest point total over the entire Fantasy 
Game.  

A descending Ranking will be established at the end of the Men’s final of the Tournament in 
order to identify the Winners. 

  
A Participant designated as Winner in the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking who does not 
have a valid FFT membership for 2023 will not be able to obtain a Prize attached to this Ranking. The 
FFT reserves the right to verify the membership of each Winner of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Member Ranking. 
 
In the event of a tie between several Participants in the top ten places of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys 
Overall Ranking and/or the top ten places of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking, the tie 
will be broken based on the date and time of their registration for the Game. These Participants will be 
ranked in descending order beginning with the Participant whose entry was registered earliest. 
 
If this still does not serve to break the tie between the Participants, a random draw will be made by the 
firm SCP LPF & Associés, associated bailiffs. It will be done by computer, by random designation. 
5.3. Designation of the Winners of the Quiz of the Day Weekly Ranking 
 
The Participants declared Winners of the Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings are: 
 

- The five (5) Participants with the highest total of points in each week’s quizzes as detailed in 
article 3.2.4 of these Rules. In each of the three weeks of the Game, a ranking of 5 (five) 
Winners will be made, so that at the end of the Game, fifteen (15) Winners will have been 
designated. 

 
In the event of a tie between Participants in the first five places of each weekly quiz, the tie will be 
broken based on the date and time of their registration for the Game. These Participants will be ranked 
in descending order beginning with the Participant whose entry was registered earliest. 
 
If this still does not serve to break the tie between the Participants, a random draw will be made by the 
firm SCP LPF & Associés, associated bailiffs. It will be done by computer, by random designation. 
 
5.4. Designation of the Winners of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking  

 
The Participants declared Winners of the Quiz of the Day General Ranking are: 
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- The ten (10) Participants with the highest point total over the entire period of the Quiz of the 

Day.  
A descending Ranking will be established at the end of the Men’s final of the Tournament in 
order to identify the Winners. 

 
In the event of a tie between Participants in the first ten places, the tie will be broken based on the date 
and time of the recording of their registration for the Game. These Participants will be ranked in 
descending order beginning with the Participant whose entry was registered earliest. 
 
If this still does not serve to break the tie between the Participants, a random draw will be made by the 
firm SCP LPF & Associés, associated bailiffs. It will be done by computer, by random designation. 
 
5.5. Designation of the Winners of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking  
 
The Participants declared Winners of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking are; 
 

- The ten (10) Participants with the highest point total over the entire Game. 
A descending Ranking will be established at the end of the Men’s final of the Tournament in 
order to identify the Winners. 

 
In the event of a tie between Participants in the first ten places, the tie will be broken based on the date 
and time of the recording of their registration for the Game. These Participants will be ranked in 
descending order beginning with the Participant whose entry was registered earliest. 
 
If this still does not serve to break the tie between the Participants, a random draw will be made by the 
firm SCP LPF & Associés, associated bailiffs. It will be done by computer, by random designation. 
 
 
5.6. Designation of the Winners of the Sustainable Development Quiz by Engie  
 
The Participants declared Winners of the Sustainable Development by Engie Quiz are: 
 

- The three (3) Participants with the highest point total over the entire Sustainable Development 
by Engie Quiz. 

A descending Ranking will be established at the end of the Men’s final of the Tournament in 
order to identify the Winners. 

 
In the event of a tie between Participants in the first three places, the tie will be broken based on the date 
and time of their registration for the Game. These Participants will be ranked in descending order 
beginning with the Participant whose entry was registered earliest. 
 
If this still does not serve to break the tie between the Participants, a random draw will be made by the 
firm SCP LPF & Associés, associated bailiffs. It will be done by computer, by random designation. 
 
5.7. Information for Winners 
  
5.7.1. The FFT will individually inform the Winners of the result of the ranking and the possible random 
draw, by e-mail sent to the e-mail address indicated in the registration form as stated in article 3 above. 
  
Only the Game Winners will be notified of the result of the Game. No e-mail will be sent, even in 
response, to Participants who have not been selected.  
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5.7.2. The Winners must respond by return e-mail and confirm, or not, the acceptance of their Prizes 
within seventy-two (72) hours from receipt of the notification indicated in the previous paragraph 
(French date and time of connection, as recorded by the computer system, being taken as proof). In the 
confirmation e-mail, the Winners will have to indicate their postal addresses as well as their telephone 
numbers so that the FFT can send out the Prizes. 
  
If no reply is received within the time limit, the Winners will be deemed to have refused the Prize(s) and 
the FFT will be free to dispose of the Prize(s) as it sees fit, without any liability on its part. 
  
5.7.3. In the event that one or more Winner(s) has/have refused her/his/their Prize(s) or has/have not 
complied with the conditions of the Rules, the Prize(s) will be deemed not to have been awarded and 
will become the property of the FFT, without the FFT being liable in any way whatsoever in this regard. 
  
In the event that the contact details completed by a Winner in the form indicated in article 3.2.1 are 
inaccurate (incomplete contact details, incorrect or non-existent e-mail address, etc.), the Winner in 
question will be deemed to have refused her/his Prize(s). The Prize(s) will be considered lost and the 
FFT will be free to dispose of the Prize(s) as it sees fit, without any liability in this regard. 
 
 
Article 6 - Allocation and enjoyment of the Prize(s) 
  
6.1. Allocation of Prizes  
 
6.1.1. RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round Ranking: 
 
6.1.1.1. The Winners of Prizes n°1, n°2 and n°3 the  RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Round Ranking will 
receive by e-mail the electronic tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has been 
won, sent to the e-mail address provided at the time of their participation. 
To this end, every Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to forty-eight (48) hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After 
this period, no changes can be made.  In the event that a Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must 
have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.1.2. Prizes n°4, n°5, n°6 and n°7 of the RG Fantasy Game  by Infosys Round Ranking will be sent 
to the Winners by postal mail to the postal address indicated by the Winners to the FFT in the return e-
mail indicated in article 6.4.2. of the Rules. 
 
6.1.2. RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking: 
 
6.1.2.1. The Winners of Prizes n°1, n°2 and n°3 of the  RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking 
will receive by e-mail the electronic tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has 
been won, sent to the e-mail address provided at the time of their participation. 
To this end, every Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to forty-eight (48) hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After 
this period, no changes can be made.  In the event that a Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must 
have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.2.2. Prizes n°4, n°5, n°6, n°7, n°8, n°9 and n°10 of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Overall Ranking 
will be sent to the Winners by postal mail to the postal address indicated by the Winners to the FFT in 
the return e-mail indicated in article 8. of the Rules. 
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6.1.2.3. The tickets won by the 9th Winner of Prize n°9 will be sent by e-mail, to the e-mail address 
provided at the time of her/his participation. The selection of the time slot to visit the Roland-Garros 
stadium will be made directly by the Winner, within one (1) year from the acceptance of her/his Prize 
as indicated in article 5.7.2. The Winner must enter, on the Internet, the following address: 
https://cultival.fr/fr_FR/confidential-code in order to use the gift voucher received by e-mail. S/he will 
have to fill in the code indicated on the gift voucher, then choose the date and time of the visit and 
present, on the day of the visit, the paper or digital ticket received. In the event that a Winner is 
accompanied by a minor, s/he must have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for 
the minor child. 
 
6.1.3. RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking 
 
6.1.3.1. The Winners of Prizes n°1, n°2 and n°3 of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking 
will receive by e-mail the electronic tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has 
been won, sent to the e-mail address provided at the time of their participation. 
To this end, every Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to 48 hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After this period, 
no changes can be made.  In the event that a Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must have parental 
authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.3.2. Prizes n°4, n°5, n°6, n°7, n°8, n°9 and n°10 of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member 
Ranking will be sent to the Winners by postal mail to the postal address indicated by the Winners to the 
FFT in the return e-mail indicated in article 8. of the Rules. 
 
6.1.3.3. The tickets won by the 9th Winner of Prize n°9 will be sent by e-mail, to the e-mail address 
provided at the time of her/his participation. The selection of the time slot to visit the Roland-Garros 
stadium will be made directly by the Winner, within one (1) year from the acceptance of her/his Prize 
as indicated in article 5.7.2. The Winner must enter, on the Internet, the following address: 
https://cultival.fr/fr_FR/confidential-code in order to use the gift voucher received by e-mail. S/he will 
have to fill in the code indicated on the gift voucher, then choose the date and time of the visit and 
present, on the day of the visit, the paper or digital ticket received. In the event that a Winner is 
accompanied by a minor, s/he must have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for 
the minor child. 
 
 
6.1.4. Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings: 
 
The Winners of Prizes of the Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings will receive by e-mail the electronic 
tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has been won, sent to the e-mail address 
provided at the time of their participation. 
To this end, every Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to 48 hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After this period, 
no changes can be made.  In the event that a Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must have parental 
authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.5. Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking:  
 
6.1.5.1. The Winners of Prizes n°1, n°2 and n°3 of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking will receive by 
e-mail the electronic tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has been won, sent to 
the e-mail address provided at the time of their participation. 
To this end, every Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to forty-eight (48) hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After 
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this period, no changes can be made.  In the event that a Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must 
have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.5.2. Prizes n°4, n°5, n°6, n°7, n°8, n°9 and n°10 of the Quiz of the Day Overall Ranking will be sent 
to the Winners by postal mail to the postal address indicated by the Winners to the FFT in the return e-
mail indicated in article 8. of the Rules. 
 
6.1.6. Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking: 
 
6.1.6.1. The Winners of Prizes n°1, n°2 and n°3 of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking will receive 
by e-mail the electronic tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has been won, sent 
to the e-mail address provided at the time of their participation. 
To this end, every Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to forty-eight (48) hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After 
this period, no changes can be made.  In the event that a Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must 
have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.6.2. Prizes n°4, n°5, n°6, n°7, n°8, n°9 and n°10 of the Emirates Fly Better Overall Ranking will be 
sent to the Winners by postal mail to the postal address indicated by the Winners to the FFT in the return 
e-mail indicated in article 8. of the Rules. 
 
6.1.6.3. The tickets won by the 10th Winner of Prize n°10 will be sent by e-mail, to the e-mail address 
provided at the time of her/his participation. The selection of the time slot to visit the Roland-Garros 
stadium will be made directly by the Winner, within one (1) year from the acceptance of her/his Prize 
as indicated in article 5.7.2. The Winner must enter, on the Internet, the following address: 
https://cultival.fr/fr_FR/confidential-code in order to use the gift voucher received by e-mail. S/he will 
have to fill in the code indicated on the gift voucher, then choose the date and time of the visit and 
present, on the day of the visit, the paper or digital ticket received. In the event that a Winner is 
accompanied by a minor, s/he must have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for 
the minor child. 
 
6.1.7. Sustainability Quiz by Engie Overall Ranking: 
 
6.1.7.1. The Winner of Prize n°1 of the Sustainable Development Quiz by Engie Overall Ranking will 
receive by e-mail the electronic tickets corresponding to the day of validity of the Prize that has been 
won, sent to the e-mail address provided at the time of her/his participation. 
To this end, the Winner must confirm her/his first and last name(s) and provide the FFT with the first 
and last name(s) of the beneficiary of the second ticket. The electronic tickets are personal and can be 
modified up to forty-eight (48) hours before the day of validity of the tickets included in the Prize. After 
this period, no changes can be made.  In the event that the Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must 
have parental authority or be able to provide parental consent for the minor child. 
 
6.1.7.2. Prizes n°2 and n°3 of the Sustainable Development Quiz by Engie Overall Ranking will be sent 
by e-mail, to the e-mail address provided at the time of their participation. The selection of the time slot 
to visit the Roland-Garros stadium will be made directly by the Winners, within one (1) year from the 
acceptance of their Prize as indicated in article 5.7.2. The Winners must enter, on the Internet, the 
following address: https://cultival.fr/fr_FR/confidential-code in order to use the gift voucher received 
by e-mail. They will have to fill in the code indicated on the gift voucher, then choose the date and time 
of the visit and present, on the day of the visit, the paper or digital ticket received. In the event that a 
Winner is accompanied by a minor, s/he must have parental authority or be able to provide parental 
consent for the minor child. 
 
6.2. The delivery of tickets for access to the match(es) implies the full and unreserved acceptance by the 
beneficiaries of the tickets of the “2024 Roland-Garros Ticketing General Terms and Conditions of 
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Sale”, which can be consulted at a later date on the Roland-Garros website at the following address: 
https://cdn.rolandgarros.com/, and/or to the “Ticketing General Terms and Conditions of Sale for the 
2023 Greenweez Paris Major Premier Padel” available at the following Internet address: 
https://tickets.parispadelmajor.com/sites/hubber_site_padeltennis8/files/inline-
files/cgv_billetterie_g3pm_2023_vf.pdf, as well as the Roland-Garros Stadium’s Internal Regulations, 
which can be consulted at the following address: https://rg-organisation.fft.fr/sites/default/files/2019-
04/R%C3%A8glement%20Int%C3%A9rieur%20Stade%20Roland-Garros%202019%20FR.pdf. 
 
In this respect, any transfer or transmission, in any manner and under any form whatsoever, whether 
free of charge or for consideration, of the tickets that are the subject of the Prize(s), other than as 
provided for in the 2024 Roland-Garros Ticketing General Terms and Conditions and/or the Ticketing 
General Terms and Conditions of Sale for the 2023 Greenweez Paris Major Premier Padel, is prohibited. 
 
In case of total or partial cancellation of the 2024 Roland-Garros and/or Greenweez Paris Major and/or 
in case of postponement or interruption or cancellation of the matches for a reason beyond the control 
of the FFT or for security reasons, the tickets of the Winner(s) and the person(s) accompanying them 
will not be subject to any refund or exchange. 
  
6.3. The FFT cannot be held liable in the event that the Winner(s) cannot enjoy her/his/their Prize(s) for 
reasons beyond the control of the FFT. 
  
6.4. The Winners must be up to date with any formalities that may be required in order to take possession 
of and use their Prizes. The Winners declare that they have all physical and legal capacities so as to be 
able to benefit from and enjoy the Prize. The FFT cannot be held liable in any way in this regard. 
  
6.5. The Prize(s) may not give rise to any dispute or claim of any kind. It (they) cannot be the object of 
any financial consideration, nor any exchange against another object or service. 
  
6.6. The FFT reserves the right, if circumstances so require, to replace the Prize(s) with one or more 
Prizes of equivalent value, without incurring any liability in this regard. 
  
6.7. The FFT reserves the right to exclude from the Roland-Garros stadium the Winner(s) and/or the 
person accompanying her/him, whose behaviour is deemed incompatible with the smooth running of 
the Roland-Garros tournament and/or the Greenweez Paris Major and/or risks endangering the safety of 
property and/or persons, and/or does not respect the rules and regulations of the Roland-Garros stadium 
and/or the 2024 Roland-Garros Ticketing General Terms and Conditions of Sale or the 2023 Greenweez 
Paris Major Premier Padel Ticketing General Terms and Conditions of Sale. 
  
6.8. The FFT can in no way be held liable for any incidents and/or accidents of any nature whatsoever, 
nor for their consequences, that may occur during the use of the Prize(s) by the Winner(s) or by third 
parties.  
  
 
Article 7 – Cancellation of 2023 Roland Garros 
 
7.1. In case of cancellation of the 2023 Roland-Garros tournament before 16 May 2023, the RG Fantasy 
Game will be cancelled. 
 
7.2.  In case of cancellation of the 2023 Roland-Garros tournament after 16 May 2023, the Quiz of the 
Day, the Emirates Fly Better Game and the Sustainability Quiz will continue as described in article 3, 
with the exception that the Sustainability Quiz will only be accessible from the official Roland Garros 
mobile application and not on the Green Teams’ tablets. 
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7.3. The prizes initially planned for the Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings, the Quiz of the Day Overall 
Ranking, the Fly Better Overall Ranking and the Sustainable Development Quiz Overall Ranking will 
be maintained. 
 
7.4. The allocation of the Prizes initially planned for the Quiz of the Day Weekly Rankings, the Quiz of 
the Day Overall Ranking, the Fly Better Overall Ranking and the Sustainability Quiz Overall Ranking 
will be maintained. 
 
 
Article 8 - Liability 

  
8.1. The liability of the FFT is strictly limited to the delivery of the Prize(s) effectively and validly won 
in accordance with the provisions of the Rules, subject to each Participant’s compliance with the 
provisions of the Rules, except in cases where the said delivery is made impossible for reasons beyond 
the control of the FFT. 
  
8.2. The FFT cannot be held liable if, due to force majeure, events beyond its control make it impossible 
for the Games to run normally, or for the Winner(s) to receive or enjoy the Prize(s), or if circumstances 
so require, the FFT is forced to shorten, extend or cancel the Games, or to modify the conditions thereof. 
  
8.3. The FFT declines all liability: 

• in case of any anomaly, malfunction or computer bug in the Internet or Intranet network 
that prevents the Games from running smoothly; 

• for any technical failure of the Participant’s reception equipment that prevents the 
Games from running smoothly; 

• for any technical failure or accidental disconnection of communication lines by the 
Participant’s telephone operator or Internet service provider, that prevents the Games 
from running smoothly; 

• for any problems and malfunctions of the operators’ platforms, software or hardware; 
• for any technical failure of the official Roland Garros mobile application, the Website 

or the Green Teams’ tablets, used for participation in the Game; 
• for any human or electrical errors that prevent the Games from running smoothly; 
• for any disturbance that could affect the smooth running of the Games; 
• for the occurrence of a case of force majeure as defined by the case law of the Court of 

Cassation. 
  
8.4. The connection of any Participant, via the official Roland-Garros mobile application and/or via the 
Site, is done under the Participant’s entire responsibility. 
  
The FFT declines all liability in case of impossibility or interruption of access to the official Roland-
Garros mobile application and/or the website for technical, updating or maintenance reasons. The FFT 
cannot be held liable for these interruptions and their consequences. 
  
8.5. Participation in the Games via the Internet implies knowledge and acceptance of the characteristics 
and limits of the Internet, notably with regard to technical performance and response times for 
consulting, querying or transferring information. The lack of protection of certain data against possible 
misappropriation and the risks of contamination by possible viruses circulating on the network cannot 
under any circumstances give rise to liability on the part of the FFT.  
  
The FFT cannot be held liable in case of malfunction of the Internet network, notably due to external 
malicious acts, that would prevent the Games from running smoothly. 
  
8.6. The FFT cannot be held liable if, for reasons beyond of its control: 
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• the Prize(s) is/are not distributed (e.g.:: refusal or non-confirmation of a Winner within the time 
limit indicated in article 5.7.2., e.g. delay and/or non-appearance of a Winner and/or the person 
accompanying her/him, non-receipt for any reason whatsoever of the e-mail or non-receipt for 
any reason whatsoever of the Prize(s) by postal mail at the address indicated or incorrect address 
of the Winner, theft, loss etc.), 

  
• the Prize(s) is/are received by the Winner(s) damaged or destroyed, 

  
• after their reception, the Prize(s) is/are lost or damaged for any reason whatsoever. 

  
In any event, no compensation will be offered to the Winner who has been unable to enjoy the Prize(s) 
for causes that are not under the control of the FFT. 
  
If, for reasons beyond the control of the FFT, the Prize(s) cannot be delivered to the Winner(s), the latter 
will lose her/his/their rights to the Prize(s). 
  
8.7. The FFT declines all liability for any incidents and/or accidents that may occur during the enjoyment 
of the Prize(s) by a Winner and/or the person accompanying her/him. 
  
8.8. The FFT reserves the right to stop or suspend the Games in case of fraud or attempted fraud. 
   

 
Article 9 - Legal filing / Modification of the Rules 

  
9.1. The Rules have been filed with the SCP LPF & Associés law firm, associated bailiffs, the registered 
office of which is at 7 rue Sainte Anastase 75003 PARIS. 
  
For the duration of the Games, the Rules can be viewed in their entirety on the Website, and on the 
official Roland-Garros mobile application. 
 
The Rules are sent, free of charge, to any person who requests them by writing to the following address: 
Fédération Française de Tennis – Direction Communication et Transformation Digitale – Jeux “RG 
Gaming zone” - Stade Roland-Garros – 2, avenue Gordon-Bennett – 75016 Paris. 
 
9.2. The FFT may modify the Rules at any time by way of an amendment. In such a case, the modifying 
amendment will also be filed, prior to its publication, with the office of SCP LPF & Associés. 
  
  
Article 10 - Identity verification 
  
The Participants authorise all verifications concerning their identity and age. Any false indication of 
identity and/or age may result in the disqualification of the participation in the Games and, where 
applicable, the impossibility for a Winner Participant to enjoy the Prize(s), which each Participant 
expressly acknowledges and accepts. 
 
Winners of the RG Fantasy Game by Infosys Member Ranking will be asked for their membership 
number in order to verify their eligibility for this Ranking.  
 
 
Article 11 - Fraud 
  
11.1. Any entry that is fraudulent, misleading, incomplete, illegible, with incorrect contact information 
or that proves to be a false identity after verification will be considered null and void. In this case, it will 
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be cancelled without prejudice to any damages and interest that may be claimed and/or any legal action 
that may be taken by the FFT. 
In addition, the Participants will not be entitled to any prize. 
  
11.2. It is strictly forbidden, by any means whatsoever, to modify or attempt to modify the features of 
the Games, notably in order to modify the results or any element determining the outcome of the Games 
and the determination of the Winners. Where applicable, the provisions of article 13 shall apply. 
 
 
Article 12 - Processing of personal data  
 
12.1 The personal information provided in the Game registration form is processed by the FFT in its 
capacity as data controller for the purpose of managing the contest, including:  
 
- The management of the participation in the contest and its validity; 
- Informing the Winner(s) of her/his prize, as well as the person of her/his choice, if applicable; 
- Management of the allocation of the Prizes; 
- Management of disputes or claims.  
 
12.2 The legal basis for this processing is the execution of contractual and pre-contractual measures.  
 
12.3 The collected data are intended exclusively for the authorised personnel of the FFT’s Information 
Systems Department, as well as for the subcontractors Fastory and Feeling Sports. 
 
12.4 The data are retained in an active database until the deletion of your account on the Application or 
in case of inactivity thereof for three (3) years after the time of your last connection. The data are kept 
in an intermediate database: Following the deletion of your account, or the expiration of the three (3) 
year period of inactivity, only the data necessary for pre-litigation or litigation purposes are archived 
until the legal statute of limitations is reached, while specifying that the statute of limitations under 
common law in civil and commercial matters is five (5) years. 
 
12.5 The Participant has a right of access, rectification, deletion, portability of her/his data as well as a 
right to limit the processing. The Participant has the right to formulate general or specific directives 
concerning the conservation, deletion and communication of post-mortem data concerning you. 
 
12.6 The Participant has the right to submit a complaint to the French Data Protection Authorities 
(CNIL). 
 
12.7 Requests to exercise the Participant’s rights shall be made to the following postal address: For the 
attention of the Data Protection Officer, Stade Roland-Garros 2 avenue Gordon Bennett 75016 Paris 
France, or by e-mail to the following address: dpo@fft.fr.  
 
12.8 The Participant may contact the latter for further information.  
 
 
 Article 13 - Disputes / Applicable law 
  
13.1. Any dispute arising in connection with the performance of the Rules shall be settled amicably, 
insofar as possible. In case of persistent disagreement on the application or interpretation of the Rules, 
and in the absence of an amicable agreement, any dispute arising in connection with the Games will be 
submitted to the courts with jurisdiction over the location of the FFT registered office, unless otherwise 
provided by public policy. 
  
13.2. The Rules are subject to French law. 
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Article 14 – Miscellaneous 
  
14.1. In case of any inconsistency between the provisions of the Rules and any message and/or 
information relating to the Games, the provisions of the Rules shall prevail. 
  
14.2. If any provision of these Rules is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the validity of the remaining 
provisions shall not be affected. The parties shall replace the invalid or unenforceable provision with a 
valid provision of equivalent effect to the original provision. 
  
14.3. Any dispute or claim must be submitted, within a maximum of one (1) month from the close of 
the Games as defined in article 1 of the Rules, to the law firm SCP LPF & Associés, which will then 
forward it to the FFT. After this period, no claim/dispute will be accepted. 
  
14.4. Only the French version of the Rules is legally binding. Any other version or translation of the 
Rules, including this version, is available for information purposes only, for consultation by non-French 
speaking Participants, and has no legal force. 
 


